Take control of your hybrid collaboration

Manage your ThinkSmart devices from anywhere with the advanced capabilities of Lenovo ThinkSmart Manager and the Intel vPro® platform.

Remote and hybrid work have become the new standard. 82% of organizations say a significant portion of their workforce will continue with hybrid work post-pandemic.¹

And with employees choosing the location that works best for them, effective collaboration is more important than ever.

80% Nearly 80% of workers rely on digital collaboration tools to stay productive.²

But how can IT teams, who are often themselves working remotely, manage the technology infrastructure needed to support hybrid collaboration? With Lenovo ThinkSmart Manager and the Intel vPro® platform.

Manage like you’re right there

The Lenovo ThinkSmart Hub and ThinkSmart Core feature the built-for-business Intel vPro® platform, bringing together enterprise-class performance and stability, hardware-enhanced security features, and modern remote manageability.

Intel® Active Management Technology (AMT) in the Intel vPro® platform helps your IT teams remotely access and control ThinkSmart devices, regardless of the device’s state or location. With the integrated KVM (keyboard, video, mouse) remote control, you can control the device as if you were sitting right next to it.

Intel® AMT can also operate anywhere your workers are via the cloud with the help of Intel® Endpoint Management Assistant (EMA). With Intel® EMA, you can manage devices even when they’re powered off or the operating system is unresponsive.
Manage your entire fleet — from anywhere

ThinkSmart Manager provides a single-pane-of-glass view of your entire ThinkSmart fleet, allowing you to remotely deploy, manage, configure, update, and resolve issues.

The basic version, included with ThinkSmart Hub and ThinkSmart Core devices, helps IT:

- Manage ThinkSmart compute devices
- Set up, update, and control ThinkSmart Cam and ThinkSmart Bar devices connected to ThinkSmart Hub and ThinkSmart Core
- Perform bulk configuration management
- Rotate BIOS, Windows, and Microsoft Teams passwords
- Enable/disable Windows remote desktop functionality
- Use the ThinkSmart Manager mobile app (Android and iOS) to see device status and register new devices

ThinkSmart Manager Premium, included with the purchase of the ThinkSmart Core full room kit or available separately for other ThinkSmart solutions, unlocks the true potential of the Intel vPro® platform and provides additional capabilities:

- Perform bulk restarts
- Receive push notifications regarding devices via the mobile app
- Integrate third-party software
- Access historical room meeting analytics via dashboard

With Lenovo ThinkSmart Manager and the built-for-business Intel vPro® platform, everyone in your organization can collaborate wherever and whenever needed to ensure greater productivity and support continuous innovation.

Contact your Lenovo sales representative to try ThinkSmart Manager for your existing fleet.

Explore the entire Lenovo ThinkSmart portfolio at [www.lenovo.com/ThinkSmart](http://www.lenovo.com/ThinkSmart)
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